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Gord, Jane, & kids, Tim & Kim              Jane Booker’s siblings and parents                      Jane & daughter Kim 

 

  Janet Copland's mom 

 

    

 

 
Joan Behm’s mom taught 

her how to be a Fun Grama 

as well as all her knitting 

and sewing skills. 

This is her smocking the dress Jennifer is wearing 

in the picture beside. I am truly Grateful for her 

passing on all these precious skills to me. 
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Lynn McGregor’s mum (on the left)                                                                   Lynn as a little girl 

 

  Sue Hicks’ mother Ethel Sharp 

 

    

 

Susan and John Brenciaglia 

visiting with their Syrian, 

now Canadian, friends and 

their two Canadian-born 

girls, Jody and Sedra 

Daughter Christine celebrating 

with her 3 girls, Julia, Jenny, Katie 

Susan and John sharing a 

dinner in April in Milan 

with their Italian family. 
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  Suzy Simson's mum and dad 

 

  

Portrait from about 1966, Shane is the cute guy in center of the photo.  

Shane Baker’s Mom is a remarkable woman and still going strong, she will be 98 in June. If I look for words to 

describe her, they would include selfless, loving, supportive, generous, intelligent with a great sense of humor. 

When I describe her in these terms it's a reflection of how she interacts and takes an interest not just in the 

lives of her children and their spouses, but also the lives of her 12 grandchildren and their partners as well as 

her 10 great grandchildren!  She is involved in all our lives and is dearly loved by all 40 of us! 

She still owns a home and a car, but has chosen to live in a retirement home to stay busy as she has outlived 

most of her friends. My sibs and I zoom with her Sunday mornings and it has been a wonderful way to stay 

connected through covid. 

- 


